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1. Introduction 
 
Parameter for LAC (Late Archaic Chinese; 5th-3rd C. BCE) 
 
(1)  LAC Parameter 
  SUBJ licensing feature did not induce C-T Inheritance. 
 
Consequences 
 Subjects move to [Spec, CP] for licensing. 
 Object movement possible only in embedded clauses when the subject has genitive case. 
 Limited Left Periphery (LP) 

 
Change in EMC (Early Middle Chinese; beginning in 1st C. BCE) 
 NOM comes to be assigned in [Spec, TP]. 

 
(2)  EMC Parameter 
  SUBJ licensing feature inherited from C to T. 
 
Consequence: Nominative subject occupies a lower position. 
 Makes [Spec, CP] available for object movement 
 Object movement into LP increases topic & focus features & positions in LP 

 
Evidence for syntactic parameters: 
=> # of positions & also constituency in LP 
 
2. C-T Inheritance 
 
2.1. Theoretical Framework 
 
Chomsky (2008) C-T Inheritance: 
1. T Inherits [uɸ] from C. [uɸ] case licenses the subject and forces it to move to [Spec, TP]. 
2. [Spec, CP] is available for other types of movement. 
 
(3)  a. What did you buy? 
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  b.  CP 
 
DP[WH, ACC]  C’ 
   | 
    what   C       TP 
       did 
          DP[NOM]  T’ 
      | 
        you  T[uɸ]      vP 
 
       <DP[WH, ACC]>     v’ 
 
              DP[NOM]  v’ 
 
                                                                             v    VP 
 
                V  <DP[WH, ACC]> 
               buy 
 
2.2. Old Japanese 
 
C-T Inheritance is not universal. Direct subject movement to [Spec, CP] takes place under 
certain conditions. (Ouali 2006; Gallego 2014; Legate 2014; Martinović 2015; Erlewine 2016; 
Aldridge 2018, 2019) 
 
Miyagawa (2010, 2017) proposes that in “discourse-configurational” languages (in the sense of 
Kiss 1994), topic or focus features can be inherited by T. 
 
(Aldridge 2018): C-T Inheritance is determined by feature type. 
 
(4)  Feature type and inheritance  
 a. Uninterpretable features probe as soon as they enter the derivation. 
 b. Unvalued features must be spelled out in the phase where they are valued.1 
 
 c. [F]  > [uF] > [uF:  ] 
  TOP  FOC  SUBJ 
 
But languages lacking [uF:  ] on a phase head will potentially have only two positions in the left 
periphery: Topic/subject & Focus (TOP/SUBJ > FOC) 
 
(5)  [F]    > [uF] 
  TOP/SUBJ  FOC 
 

                                                 
1 See also Richards (2007). 
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(6)  a.  保等登藝須 奈尓加 伎奈可奴    (Manyoshu 4053) 
   Pototogisu  nani=ka ki-naka-nu? 
   cuckoo.NOM what=Q come-cry-NEG.RT 
   ‘Why does the cuckoo not come and sing?’ 
  b. 何処従鹿 妹之入来而 夢所見鶴    (Manyoshu 3117) 
   Iduku=yu=ka   imwo=ga iri-ki-te 
   where=through=Q  dear=GEN enter-come-CONJ 
    ime=ni   mi-ye-tu-ru? 
    dream=DAT see-PASS-PRV-RT 

‘From where did my dearest come and appear in my dream?’ 
 
  c.  CP 
 
  DP[NOM]     C’ 
 
        TP       C 
 
   XP[FOC]     T’ 
 
    vP   T 
 
    DP[GEN]       v’ 
 
      VP    v 
 
LAC: Nominative case in LAC is not a probe. 
  Definite subjects move agnostically to [Spec, CP] to value case. 
  Focused subjects move to [Spec, TP] to check [uFOC]. 
 
3. LAC Left Periphery and Object Extraction 
 
Modern Mandarin Left Periphery 
Paul (2002, 2005), Badan & del Gobo (2010, 2015): 
=> Varous topics > Various foci  
 
Badan & del Gobo (2010): 
=> TOPABOUT > TOPHANG > TOPLD > TOPCONTR2 > FOCEVEN  
 
  HT   S CT     FOC   (Badan & del Gobo 2015: 53) 
(7)  Zhangsani tai [zhe-ge tang] [lian wo de xiaohaizi] dou song-le. 
  Zhangsan he this-CL  sweet even I DE children all  give-ASP 

‘As for Zhangsan, he gave these sweets even to my children.’ 
 

                                                 
2 See Ernst & Wang (1995) on the position and interpretation of clause-medial preposed objects. 
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3.1. LAC subject positions 
 
LAC: No agreement, no [uφ] probe; DPs enter the derivation with unvalued case features and 

undergo agnostic movement to the phase edge. (Bošcović 2007, Saito 2016) 
=> Default subject position = [Spec, CP]; [Spec, TP] for focused subject 
 
High position for definite subjects: SUBJ > QI/YI … 
=> Precede adverb 亦 yì ‘also’ and modal 其 qí 
 
(8)  a. 鄭伯亦惡之。      (Zuǒzhuàn, Xī 31) 
   Zhèng  bó   yì   wù   zhī. 
   Zheng earl also dislike 3.OBJ 
   ‘And the Earl of Zheng also disliked him.’ 
  b. 民其謂我何？      (Zuozhuan, Huan 6) 
   Mín  qí   wèi  wǒ   hé? 
   people MOD speak 1  what 
   ‘What will the people say of me?’ 
 
  c.   C/TP 
         Adjunction site for adverb 亦 yì and modal 其 qí 
      DP[NOM]      C/T’ 
  Zhèng  bó 
     C/T   vP 
 
     <DP[uCase]>   v’ 
 
               v    VP 
 
Position of modal 其 qí: TOP > QI > WH 
=> SUBJABOUT > QI > WH 
=> OBJHT > QI > WH 
 
(9)  a. 晉大夫其誰先亡？  (Zuozhuan, Xiang 14) 
   Jìn  dàfū   qí   shéi  xiān  wáng? 
   Jin official  MOD who first diappear 
   ‘(Of) the Jin officials, who would be the first to disappear?’ 
  b. 一國兩君，其誰堪之？    (Zuozhuan, Zhao 7) 
   Yī   guó  liǎng  jūn, qí   shéi   kān    zhī? 
   one  nation two ruler then who  tolerate 3 
   ‘If the nation had two rulers, who would tolerate this?’ 
 
Referential focused DPs: TOP > YI > FOC 
=> Landing site below 亦 yì 
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(10) a. 諸侯唯我事晉。        (Zuozhuan, Ding 6) 
  Zhūhóu   wéi   wǒ   shì   Jìn. 
  feudal.lord  only  1  serve Jin 
   ‘Of the feudal lords, only we serve the Jin.’ 
 b. 亦唯伯仲叔季圖之！      (Zuǒzhuàn, Zhāo 26) 

Yì  wéi  bó zhòng shū jì tú   zhī! 
also only uncles/bothers  consider 3.OBJ 

   ‘(It) is also for you, the uncles and brothers, to consider this.’ 
 
  c.      CP 
        Adjunction site for adverb 亦 yì and modal 其 qí 
    DP   C’ 
     Zhūhóu 
     C        TP 
       COP 
        wéi     DP   T’ 
          wǒ 
        T[uFOC]   vP 
 
           <DP>   v’ 
 
             v          VP 
 
Uninterpretable [uFoc] is inherited from C to T: 
=> SUBJDEF > SUBJFOC 
=> TOP > SUBJFOC 
=> Two positions in LP 
 
3.2. LAC object movement 
 
Object topicalization in modern Mandarin: 
 Object movement to clause-initial position, leaving a gap in VP. 

 
   Mandarin (Huang et al. 2009: 199) 
(11) a. 我很喜歡音樂。 
   Wǒ  hěn  xǐhuān   yīnyuè. 
   I  very like  music 
   ‘I like music.’ 
  b. 音樂，我很喜歡。 
   Yīnyuè, wǒ   hěn  xǐhuān __ . 
   music  I  very like 
   ‘Music, I like.’ 
 
LAC object movement was restricted to the vP (Aldridge 2010). 
=> Object wh-words move to a lower position than subject wh-words (Wei 1999). 
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(12) a. 誰將治之？       (Yanzi Chunqui, Neipian Jianshang13) 
   Shéi  jiāng  zhì   zhī? 
   who will govern them 
   ‘Who will govern them?’ 
  b. 我將何求？       (Zuozhuan, Xi 28) 
   Wǒ  jiāng [vP hé    [VP qiú  __ ]]? 
   I  will  what  ask.for 
   ‘What will I ask for?’ 
 
Object focus movement was also vP-internal (Meisterernst 2010, Aldridge 2019). 
=> ASP > NEG > OBJFOC 
=> SUBJFOC > NEG 
 
(13) a. 是夫也，將不唯衛國之敗，其必始於未亡人。  (Zuozhuan, Cheng 14) 
   Shì  fū   yě   jiāng   bù   wéi  Wèi  Guó  zhī   bài, 
   this  man TOP will not  only Wei nation GEN ruin 
    qí   bì    shǐ   yú   wèi  wáng   rén. 
    MOD certainly begin with not.yet dead  person 
 ‘As for this man, he will ruin not only the nation of Wei but will begin with me, the 

widow of his father.’ 
 b. 鄭人皆喜，唯子產不順。     (Zuozhuan, Xiang 8) 
  Zhèng rén  jiē   xǐ,   wéi  Zǐchǎn  bù   shùn. 
  Zheng person all  glad only Zichan  not  agree 
   ‘The people of Zheng were all glad; only Zichan disagreed.’ 
 
In LAC, topicalized objects had to be resumed by overt pronouns. 
 Object topics do not move from inside VP but are base generated high, as hanging topics. 

 
(14) a. 是二氏者，吾亦聞之。    (Zuozhuan, Zhao 29) 
   [Shì  èr   shì   zhě]i wú   yì   wén  zhīi. 
   DEM two clan DET 1  also hear 3 
   ‘As for these two clans, I have also heard of them.’ 
  b. 彌與紇，吾皆愛之。    (Zuozhuan, Xiang 23) 
   [Mí  yǔ   Hé]i wú   jiē   ài   zhīi. 
   Mi  and  He  1  all  love 3 
   ‘As for Mi and He, I love both of them.’ 
  c. 晉國天下莫強焉。     (Mèngzǐ, Liáng Huìwáng 1) 
   [Jìn  Guó]  Tiānxià  mò  qiáng   yān. 
   Jin  nation world  none strong  3.DAT 
   ‘The Jin nation, no one in the world is stronger than them.’ 
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  d. C/TP 
 
     DPi       C/TP 
 Jìn Guó      Adjunction site for adverb 亦 yì and modal 其 qí 
     DP[NOM]       C/T’ 
     Tiānxià 
         C/T   vP 
 
            <DP[uCase]>          v’ 
 
          v      VP 
 
               V   DPi 
                  | 
                yān 
 
Object topic with focused subject: 
=> OBJHT > SUBJFOC … 
 
(15) a. 諂諛之臣，唯聖王知之，而亂主近之。  (Hánfēizǐ 44 Shuōyí) 

[Chǎnyú zhī  chén],  wéi  shèng wáng zhī  zhī, 
flatter  GEN advisor  only sage king know 3.OBJ 

ér  luàn  zhǔ  jìn   zhī. 
CONJ disorder master promote 3.GEN 

 ‘A flattering advisor, only a sage king can see through, but an undisciplined ruler 
promotes him.’ 

  b. 夫免乎外內之刑者，唯真人能之。   (Zhuāngzǐ 32 Lièyùkòu) 
[Fú  miǎn hū wài  nèi  zhī  xíng   zhě], 
NMLZ escape P outer inner GEN punishment DET 

wéi  zhēn rén  néng zhī.  
  only true person can  3.OBJ 

 ‘To escape torment from both without and within is something only a true person can 
do.’ 

 
Co-occurrence with SUBJFOC: One topic can precede focused subject. 
=> SUBJABOUT > SUBJFOC … (9a) & (10a) 
=> OBJHT > SUBJFOC … (15) 
 
But no OBJHT > SUBJABOUT > SUBJFOC … (unattested) 
And no SUBJABOUT > OBJHT > SUBJFOC … (also unattested) 
=> Aboutness topics must precede hanging topics, but there is no position above HT position. 
 
Point: All topics occupy HT position. (only one topic position) 
 
EVEN DPs: 
=> Object as hanging topic; Subject in [Spec, CP] for NOM 
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(16) a. 富而可求也，雖執鞭之士，吾亦為之。  (Lúnyǔ, Shù’ér) 

Fù  ér  kě  qiú  yě, 
wealth CONJ POT ask  TOP 

suī  [zhí biān zhī  shì], wú  yì  wéi   zhī. 
    even hold whip GEN officer 1  also become 3OBJ 
   ‘If wealth were just for the asking, then I would become even a lowly guard.’ 
  b. 雖小國之君亦有之。       (Mèngzǐ, Wànzhāng 2) 

Suī  [xiǎo guó zhī  jūn] yì  yǒu zhī. 
   even small nation GEN ruler also have 3.OBJ 
   ‘Even the ruler of a small nation also has this.’ 
 
What happens when a definite subject co-occurs with a low object topic? 
=> Must be packaged together with the subject in a single nominal constituent. 
 
(17)      C/TP 
 
   DP[TOP]        C/TP 
 
 DPSUBJ     D’   pro[NOM]      C/T’ 
 
     DGEN   PP     C/T     … 
 
     P    DPOBJ 
 
(18)  a. 君子之於物也，愛之而弗仁；於民也，仁之而弗親。(Mèngzǐ, Jìnxīn 1) 

[Jūnzǐ  zhī  yú  wù] yě,  ài  zhī  ér  fú  rén; 
gentleman GEN P  thing TOP love 3.OBJ CONJ not  be.kind 

[yú  mín  yě], rén   zhī  ér  fú  qīn.  
    P  people  TOP be.kind  3.OBJ CONJ not  be.familiar 
 ‘A gentleman treasures things but is not kind to them. (He) is kind to the people, 

though he does not become familiar with them.’ 
 (Lit: ‘As for a gentleman in regard to things, (he) treasures them but is not kind to them. 

As for (his) treatment of the people, (he) is kind to them, but does not become familiar 
with them.’) 

b. 君子之於禽獸也，見其生，不忍見其死。 (Mèngzǐ, Liáng Huìwáng 1) 
[Jūnzǐ  zhī  yú  qínshòu] yě, 
gentleman GEN P  animal  TOP 

jiàn qí  sheng, bù  rěn  jiàn qí  sǐ. 
    see  3.GEN live not  bare see  3.GEN die 
   ‘If a gentleman has seen an animal alive, (he) cannot bare to see it die.’ 
 (Lit: ‘As for a gentleman in regard to an animal, if (he) has seen it alive, then (he) 

cannot bare to see it die.’) 
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=> DP containing the subject and the object is treated as a hanging topic. 
=> Subject DP is licensed by GEN; object DP is licensed by P. 
=> No low topic position for objects on the clausal spine 
 
Point: The semantic hierarchy among different topics is preserved within the larger topic DP. 
But: Structural positions are restricted by functional features in the syntax. 
  => [uFOC] creates [Spec, TP] landing site for focused subjects. 
  => But objects can only occupy HT position above CP. 
 
Regarding parameters: 
=> Universality of TOP > FOC is supported by LAC data. 
=> Also evidence for TOPCONTR below other topics in LAC. 
=> But these syntactic positions are not necessarily available on the clausal spine. 
 
Point: Constituent structure is created by Merge. 
  => LP surface positions must be determined in the syntax. 
 
3.3. LAC Relative clauses 
 
Separate strategies for subject and object relativization: 
=> Subject relativization: Operator movement to [Spec, CP] 
 
(19) a. 夫執輿者為誰？      (Analects 18) 
   [DP Fū  [nP [CP e  [VP zhí    yú]]  zhě]] wéi  shéi? 
    DEM    control  carriage DET COP who 
   ‘Who is that one driving the carriage?’ 
  b. 溺死者千有餘人。     (Lüshi Chunqiu 15.8) 
   Nì   sǐ   zhě  qiān  yǒu  yú   rén. 
   drown die  DET 1000 have excess person 
   ‘The ones who died by drowning numbered over 1,000.’ 
 
  c.     DP 
 
         C/TP      ZHE 
 
       DP     C/T’ 
    | 
       OP      C/T   vP 
 
         <OP>  v’ 
 
               v    VP 
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=> Object relativization: Embedded subject is assigned genitive case. 
       => [uGEN] inherited by T; Subject moves to [Spec, TP]. 
       => SUO base merged in v; has EPP/OP feature to attract object. 
       => Object operator moves to [Spec, CP]. 
 
(20) a. 人之所畏          (Laozi 20) 
   [rén  zhī   suǒ  [VP  wèi  __ ]] 
   person GEN OP   fear 
   ‘what people fear’ 
  b. 其北陵，文王之所避風雨也。    (Zuozhuan, Xi 32) 
   Qí   běi   líng  [Wén  Wáng  zhī   suǒ  [bì   fēng  yǔ __ ]]  yě. 
   3.GEN north hill  Wen king GEN OP  escape wind rain  COP 
   ‘The north hill is [where the (Zhou) king Wen took shelter from the storm].’ 
 
  c.     CP    (Aldridge 2013, 2019) 
 
    OP        C’ 
  
         C        TP 
 

      rén-zhī        T’ 
 
    [uGEN]     AspP 
 
      Asp     vP 
 
            tOP        v’ 

 
              tSUBJ          v’ 
 
                     v   VP 
                  SUO 
                   … tOP … 
 
Reanalysis of object relative clauses plays a crucial role in later developments. 
 
3.4. LAC summary 
 
[Spec, CP] is the default licensing position for subjects. 
=> Lower arguments cannot move over a nominative subject. 
Subjects need a marked (genitive) case to allow movement over them. 
=> [uGEN] inherited by T, making [Spec, CP] available to other XPs in embedded contexts. 
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LAC parameters: 
[uFOC] & [uGEN] on C inherited by T (because they are [uF]). 
=> Matrix focused subject & embedded GEN subject move to [Spec, TP]. 
=> Other subjects move to [Spec, CP] 
 
Parameters in the Syntactic Component: 
=> Relative paucity of probes on C/T has consequences for constituency in the LP. 
 
This derives the LAC LP: [CP AT/HT/EVEN [CP SUBJDEF [TP SUBJFOC … 
=> OBJHT > SUBJDEF 
=> SUBJABOUT > SUBJFOC 
=> OBJHT > SUBJFOC 
 
4. Parameter Change in Early Middle Chinese (EMC; 1st C. BCE – 2nd C. CE) 
 
Change: Loss of relative clause asymmetry: 
   => Object can move over NOM subject to form a relative clause. 
 
Consequences: 
 Learners reanalyze [Spec, TP] as nominative subject position. 
 NOM subject occupies a lower position. (Nominative case feature is inherited by T.) 
 [Spec, CP] is free for other movements. 

 
New parameter: Subject movement is triggered by an EPP feature [uD]. 
 SUBJDEF moves to [Spec, TP] for licensing. 

 
Future developments: 
1. Object left dislocation (1st C. CE) 
2. Contrastive object fronting (5th C. CE) 
3. Object EVEN focus fronting 
 
Modern Mandarin Left Periphery 
Badan & del Gobo (2010): 
=> TOPABOUT > TOPHANG > TOPLD > TOPCONTR > FOCEVEN  
 
  HT   S CT     FOC   (Badan & del Gobo 2015: 53) 
(21) Zhangsani tai [zhe-ge tang] [lian wo de xiaohaizi] dou song-le. 
  Zhangsan he this-CL  sweet even I DE children all  give-ASP 

‘As for Zhangsan, he gave these sweets even to my children.’ 
 
Gut feeling: Growth of LP positions made possible by object dislocation 
 
UG considerations: 
=> LP positions are not all universally available. 
=> Object fronting landing sites are unavailable in languages where NOM position is [Spec, CP]. 
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Appendix 
 
1. Loss of relative clause asymmetry 
 
Late LAC object relative clauses with only ZHE (and without SUO) begin to emerge. 
 
   ZHE to form object relative 
(1)  a. 然已與疑言者，亦必復決之於蔡嫗也。  (Late LAC: 3rd C. BCE; 

Rán [yǐ  yǔ  yí yán  zhě],   Hánfēizǐ, Wàichúshuō yòu 1) 
but  ASP  with Yi speak DET 

yì  bì  fù  jué    zhī  yú Cài  yù    yě. 
also must again make.decide 3.OBJ to Cai  old.woman  COP 

‘Yet, the matters (she) has already discussed with me (Yi), (she) still insists on having 
Old Lady Cai decide on them again.’  

b. 世之聽者，多有所尤。 (Late LAC: 3rd C. BCE; Lǚshìchūnqiū, Yǒushǐ Qùyóu) 
[Shì zhī  tīng zhě], duō yǒu suǒ  yóu.  
world GEN hear DET much exist REL limit 
‘Much of what the world hears is greatly limited.’ 

 
EMC headed object relative with GEN subject (but no linker and no SUO): 
 
(2)  [項籍之封諸王]皆就國。 (EMC: 1st century BCE; Shǐjì, Hánxìnlúwǎn Lièzuàn)  

[[Xiàng Jí zhī  fēng] zhū  wáng] jiē jiù  guó. 
  Xiang Ji GEN enfief PL  king all arrive country 
  ‘The kings that Xiang Ji enfiefed all arrived in their territories.’ 
 
EMC headed object relative with linker 之 zhī (and no SUO): 
 
(3)  a. 項羽侵奪之地    (EMC: 2nd century CE; Hànshū, Xiàng Jí) 
   [DP  [CP OP [TP Xiàng Yǔ qīn  duó <OP>]] zhī  dì] 
       Xiang Yu invade confiscate   GEN land 
   ‘land that Xiang Yu had invaded and confiscated’ 
 
  b.            DP 
 
        CP      D’ 
          
    OP        C’      D     NP 
             zhī    dì 
         C        TP 
 

  DP[NOM]       T’ 
      Xiàng Yǔ 
        T     … 
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2. Emergence of object topicalization 
 
EMC contrastive object topics: 
=> In HT position with resumptive pronoun 
=> But can occupy clause-initial position as a DP (unattested in LAC) 
 
(4)  a. 敗逆者不可治，其順者乃治之。    (EMC: 1st C. BCE; 

Bài  nì  zhě  bù  kě   zhì,  Shǐjì, Biǎnquècānggōng Lièzhuàn) 
lose resist DET not  PASS.POT govern 

[qí  shùn zhě ] nǎi  zhì  zhī. 
    3.GEN follow DET but  govern 3.OBJ 
 ‘Those who lost and resisted cannot be governed. But, for those who complied, govern 

them.’ 
b. 東垣降，卒罵者斬之，不罵者黥之。 (EMC: 1st C. BCE; Shǐjì, Lúwǎn Lièzhuàn) 

Dōng Yuán xiáng,  [zú  mà  zhě] zhǎn  zhī, 
Dong Yuan surrender soldier swear DET execute 3.OBJ 

[bù  mà  zhě] qíng zhī.  
not  swear DET brand 3.OBJ 

 ‘(After) Dong Yuan surrendered, (he) executed the soldiers who swore, and branded 
the soldiers who did not swear.’ 

 
Topicalization over a nominative subject (without resumption): 
 
(5)  a. 百神所食 ，聖人謂當與人等。  (EMC: 1st century CE; Lunheng 69) 
   [Bǎi shén suǒ  shí]i shèngrén rènwéi 
   100 god REL eat  saint  believe 
    [ __i dāng  yǔ  rén  děng. 
      should  as  person same 
   ‘What the various gods eat, saints believe (it) should be the same as for people.’ 
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  b. CP 
 
DPOBJ   C’ 

 
      C        TP   Subject movement triggered by [uD] (EPP feature) 
 
    DP[NOM]     T’ 
 
     T[uD]   vP 
 
        <OP>   v’ 
 
       <DP[uCase]>    v’ 
 
                  v    VP 
 
            V    <DP[ACC]> 
 
Later Middle Chinese (5th C. CE) contrastive topic (and no resumption): 
 
(6) 應在手者著於腳上。應在腰者返著頭上。(Bǎiyùjīngjuàndìyī, Shānlǎntōuguānkùyù)  

[Yīng  zài  shǒu zhě] zhuó __ yú jiǎo shàng. 
should  be.on hand DET wear  P foot top 

[Yīng zài  yāo  zhě] fǎn  zhuó __ tóu  shàng.  
  should be.on hip  DET flip  wear  head top 
 ‘What should be on (his) hands, (he) wore on (his) feet. What should be on his hips, he 

turned around and wore on top of (his) head.’ 
 
Final Summary 
 
Late Archaic Chinese Parameter 
NOM case valued in [Spec, CP]; C-T Inheritance only for SUBJFOC 
 No object movement over NOM subject 
 OBJTOP can only be HT. 
 Limited left Periphery 

 
Early Middle Chinese Parameter 
C/T has an EPP feature [uD], so Inheritance takes place. 
 
Object movement over a nominative subject: 
 Object relativization over a nominative subject  
 Object topicalization over a nominative subject  
 Gradual increase of positions in the Left Periphery 
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